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First；Safety warning 

1、Please follow the operating rules. 

2、Before start-up of the equipment, please confirm the power supply 

to be given is AC 220V, and make sure no water leakage with each 

joint of water pipes. 

3、Sequence of equipment start-up: First, confirm the operation of the 

cooling system, and then switch on the LEDUV lamp. For stopping 

the equipment, close the LEDUV lamp group first, and then switch 

off the power supply for the cooling system three minutes later. 

4、The ambient temperature for the operation of this equipment 

must be lower than 30 ℃. 

5、The dust proof screen must be cleaned weekly.  

6、It is recommended that the distance from the spray nozzle during 

installation should be maintained at more than 10 cm.  

7、Must use antifreeze 

 

Second；Product advantages 

1、 Mercury free, safer and environmentally friendly. 

2、Chip assembly, and more integrated, and the availability of need-based 

customization. 
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3、No need to preheat, instant start-up and operation.  

4、Simple structure of equipment, less occupation of floor area, and convenient 

installation. 

5、Direct water cooling mode of heat radiation, and longer working life. 

6、Cold light source producing no harmful ultraviolet light; no heat radiation, 

reducing the heat generation in the course of curing.  

7、Higher luminous efficiency, very small power consumption, and service life up 

to 10000 hours. 

8、Applicable for many kinds of base materials: soft or rigid, absorbent or 

non-absorbent materials. 

 

 

Third；Operating rules 

1、Connect the 220 V power cable, 24 V signal control line, UV light group 

power cable and cooling circulation water pipes. 

2.feed water into the water tank till the float fl

oats, you must use the antifreezing 

3、Switch on the main power supply to confirm the operation of the 

water pump, and keep it running for 3 to 5 minutes to let out the air 

inside the pipeline, then press the button of the control panel to start 

up the cooling system;If the control panel shows E05, it means 
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cooling water circulation is not running smoothly or water pipes 

bend.  

4、1 minute later, turn on the button switch and the LEDUV lamp lights. 

The 24V level signal control cable can realize automatic turning-

on/off of the lamp. 

5、Adjustment of the rotary button can control the power rate level of 

the lamp (clockwise adjustment makes higher power rate, while anti-

clockwise adjustment makes lower power rate) 

 

Fourth；Control instruction of cooling machine 

 

 

 

 

Indicator

s 
Meanings 

Indicator

s  
Meanings 

Power 

supply 

The power indicator will remain 

lighting after power is given  

Water 

pump 

The water pump indicator will light when 

the water pump is running 

Compres

sor 

The compressor indicator will light 

when the compressor is working; 

When the compressor has a delayed 

start-up for preventing frequent 

protection, this indicator will flash 

 

Operatio

n 

The system operation indicator will keep 

lighting after start-up, and turn off when 

system stops; while the indicator will flash 

during the delay time of mode transfer 

By-pass-

valve 

The by-pass valve indicator will 

light when the valve is working; 

when the by-pass valve has a 

delayed start-up for preventing 

frequent protection, this indicator 

will flash 

 

Fault 

 

The indicator will keep lighting when 

fault happens 

Digital 

tubes 
Meanings 

Upstrea

m (PV)  
Measured temperature 

Downstr

eam(SV)  

Setting temperature; When starting up the equipment, the system mode is shown as C03, C04, 

C05(no flash)  
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Fifth；Meanings of indicators and digital tubes 

/( Fault code) 

 

 

Fault 

code 
Meanings 

Warning 

mode 

Handling 

method 

Eliminatio

n mode 

Warning 

valid 

time 

E01 Sensor fault 
Digital tube 

shows"E1"  

Stop the 

compressor and 

water pump 

Automatic 

restoration 
Any time 

E1H 
High temperature 

warning 

Alternately 

shows"E1H"  
Normal working 

Automatic 

restoration 

After starting 

up 

E1L 
Low temperature 

fault 

Alternately 

shows "E1L"  
Normal working 

Automatic 

restoration 

After starting 

up 

E02 
Compressor 

overload fault 

Digital tube 

shows "E02"  
Stop compressor 1 

Manual 

elimination 

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E03 
High pressure fault 

of compressor 

Digital tube 

shows "E03"  
Stop compressor 1 

Manual 

elimination  

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E04 
Low pressure fault 

of compressor 

Digital tube 

shows "E04"  
Stop compressor 1  

Manual 

elimination  

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E05 
Water pump 

overload fault 

Digital tube 

shows "E05"  

Make a decision 

after stopping the 

compressor and 

water pump[F21]  

Manual 

elimination 

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E06 Water level fault 
Digital tube 

shows "E06"  

Stop compressor 1 

and water pump 

Manual 

elimination 

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E07 Water flow fault 
Digital tube 

shows "E07"  

Stop compressor 1 

and water pump 

Manual 

elimination 

After starting 

up of 

compressor 1 

E08 
Fault of the built-in 

phase protection 

Digital tube 

shows "E08"  

Stop the 

compressor and 

water pump 

Manual 

elimination 

After power 

is given 

E09 
Fault of air 

temperature sensor 

Digital tube 

shows "E09"  

Stop all electric 

relays 

Automatic 

restoration 
Any time 
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Sixth；FAQ & repairs 

1：No UV light works. 

 

① .Check whether UV control box is on or not, control panel button 

operation indicator green light is on.  

 

②.When UV light power button switch is on, UV power green indicator  

light is on. If not, check if button switch is damaged or not. 

 

③.First examine whether UV control box connecting wires drop or not, 

and whether there is poor connecting or loosening. If water pipe is 

blocked, horizontal type model motherboard shows failure code of 

E07 while vertical type model shows E05. 

 

④.Examine whether control signal end has 24 V signal input or not. For  

control signals, blue means public end negative pole, red and white 

control right light and left light respectively while red wire and white 

wire will be twisted together controlled by one group of signal when 

there is only a single light. 

 

⑤.If there is 24 V control signal input, it can be observed from the side 

of machine exterior whether curing indicator is on or not, if all curing 

indicators do not work, perhaps it is because there is no 24 V signals 

input from outside, or poor aviation connecting or broken aviation 

inner wares . Note: if waterway is blocked and even motherboard 
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shows failure code, it will also cause all solid lights are not on. 

 

2：Only one of the two UV lights is on 

①.Examine 24 V signal control line; check whether all groups have 24 V 

signals input. Meanwhile examine machine inner curing indicators are 

on or not. 

 

② .Examine whether UV light power connecting wire is loose or not; 

replace connecting wire to check UV light work or not, if UV light is on 

after the replacement, it proves UV light has no problem.  

 

3: One UV light is on for half part or only part of it does not work 

 

①.Check whether UV light power line is suitable, 15055 light head must 

use 6 heart yarns.  

 

②.Examine curing indicator is on or not, if curing indicator does not work, 

then examine curing relay two end power voltage to check whether there 

is 24 V power supply for curing 3 foots and 4 foots, if there is no 24 V 

power supply, then check curing connection terminal and connecting 

wire. If it is normal, then check if VU light 24 V power supply has 

voltage output. Examining method: use multimeter black pen to touch 

number 2 line end and red pen to touch curing relay output positive pole 

to check whether there is 24 V power supply, if there is not, it means 

switch power supply is poor or switch power connecting line is poor; if 

there is 24 V power supply, continue using red pen to touch curing relay 
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output negative end and if curing relay output positive pole has voltage 

while negative pole output has no power voltage, it means curing relay 

is broken. Note: during the examining, curing relay input end 3 foots 

and 4 foots must have 24 V signals input.  

 

4：UV light head has condensate water. 

 

① .This phenomenon is mainly caused by a low UV light water tank 

temperature which causes a big temperature difference between room 

inner and light head inner. The solution is to adjust the lowest water tank 

temperature to make it near the room temperature.  

 

5：Rate adjustment 

 

 ①.  Adjust suitable UV light power rate according to customers' 

materials. Power rate adjustment should not be too big 

otherwise it may cause materials distortion; small power rate 

will cause incomplete drying! 
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Seventh；Electrical control drawing for the entire machine 
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Product maintenance guarantee card 

 

Machine model: 

Equipment No.: 

UV Lamp Head Number: 

Guarantee Period: 

Purchase Date: 
 

Maintenance Record:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintenance guarantee instruction 

Serial 

No.  

Maintenance fault Maintenance person Remarks 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    

9    

10    
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1、The user shall properly keep the maintenance guarantee card, for the 

proof of the guarantee. 

 

2、The maintenance guarantee period is within one year of the purchase 

date. 
 

3、During the maintenance guarantee period of the equipment, in the case 

of normal operation and maintenance, if the equipment itself, its 

components, materials, and process have been observed with problems, 

faults, which are proved to be true by inspection, the company will provide 

free repair or component replacement service. 
 

4、The company reserves the right for modification and interpretation of 

all the contents. 
 

For cases as follows, free maintenance will not be granted 
 

1、Damage of equipment due to wrong installation or operation. 

 

2、Repair, modification, or alteration by technical personnel who are not 

from our company or any component replacement in this product by the 

user itself. 

 

3、The product code has been altered or does not conform to the 

information of this guarantee.  

 

4、Damage caused by operational negligence or by water or other matter 

entering into the product. 

 

5、Fault or damage caused by accidental incidents or natural disaster.  

     


